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What is a charm bracelet? Most people know what they are, but many donâ€™t know where they came
from or what the concept is behind them. Pandora jewelry, which is available in Michigan at places
such as Rottermond Jewelry in Milford or Brighton, Michigan, is a high-quality charm bracelet
provider. Pandora also has branched into the necklace and earring categories, allowing charms to
dazzle more than the wrists of lucky wearers. This article will give you some details about the
famous charm bracelet.

	Many people think of charm bracelets and imagine a little girl running around with a rope or thick
thread chain tied with a knobby knot, and dangling elephants, music notes, fruits, ice cream cones,
and more with bright colors coming from the string. Typically these bracelets are viewed as
something for younger people, because they are playful and they are a symbol of luckâ€”many adults
opt for more serious, muted colors and donâ€™t believe in luck.

	Pandora Jewelry has taken the concept of a charm bracelet and turned it back to what it was, in a
sense, when back in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Queen Victoria had originally caught
on to the charms that were popular even in the Middle Ages, and she fashioned them into
something desirable and attractive to wear. The luck and protection that was supposed to be
bestowed upon the wearer was an added perk, and helped these bracelets remain popular.

	Pandora saw that the bracelets of the Middle Ages were dingier and made from coarse materials,
and were primarily about the conferral of luck. But with Queen Victoria, the bracelets became more
delicate and could be made from metals and gemstones. This concept allowed the jewelry to
become more accessible to adults, and particularly adult women. Rottermond offers you a huge
selection of unique design in Tycoon, Platinum & Bridal Rings. We also offer Wedding Rings &
Custom Jewelry in various exclusive designs. We provide services for Ring Repair and watch repair
and unique designs of all types of jewelry.

	Now in the modern day, women delight over Pandora jewelry for its fun and luck that the charms are
believed to give, but even more for the fact that they are left with a fine piece of valuable jewelry!
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